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Abstract
We consider the full weak convergence, in appropriate function spaces, of systems of
noninteracting particles undergoing critical branching and following a self similar spatial
motion with stationary increments. The limit processes are measure valued, and are of
the super and historical process type. In the case in which the underlying motion is that
of a fractional Brownian motion, we obtain a characterisation of the limit process as a
kind of stochastic integral against the historical process of a Brownian motion defined on
the full real line.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this section we shall start with as non-technical as possible, and therefore occasionally imprecise, a description of the main ideas and results of this paper. All the requisite
qualifying details will appear in the following sections.
(a) The usual setting. Superprocesses arise as infinite density limits of systems of branching Markov processes. We start with a parameter u > 0 that will eventually become large, a
finite measure m on R, and a Poisson point process flO' on Rd with intensity measure pm.
The K = 0(p) random points, X0,,. .. , XK of the Poisson process will be the initial positions
of a system of particles. Each of these K particles follows the path of independent copies of
"aMarkov process Y, until time t = 1/p.
At time 1/p each particle, independently of the others, dies and leaves behind itself
"arandom number of "children", with the family sizes of the different "parent" particles
independently distributed. The mean family size is one. The individual particles in the
new population then follow independent copies of Y, starting at their place of birth, in the
interval [1/i, 2 /y), and the pattern of alternating critical branching and spatial spreading
continues until, with probability one, there are no particles left alive. It is clear that this is
a purely Markovian system.
The basic process of interest is the measure valued Markov process
X•(A)

{Number of particles in A at time t}
p

(1.1)

where A E Bd = Borel sets in Rd. Note that, for fixed t and p, Xf is a purely atomic
measure.
It is now well known that under very mild conditions on Y the sequence {X}),>Ž
converges weakly, as p -ý oo, and on an apprupriate Skorohod space, to a measure valued
process which is called the superprocess for Y. If, for example, Y is a Brownian motion
with generator A, the limit process is the super Brownian motion. Details can be found, for
example, in Ethier and Kurtz (1986), Walsh (1986), and the major recent review by Dawson
(1993).
(b) A non-Markovian model. The motivation for this paper is to investigate the above
problem when the underlying motion of the particles is non-Markovian. This problem can
be divided into two distinct subproblems, depending on what happens at the birth/death
times k/p.
The simpler of the two cases arises when a general non-Markov motion is allowed, but
at birth/death times each of the new particles begins a motion independent of those of its
ancestors, and of those of other particles, other than for the fact that it begins its motion
at the deathplace of its immediate parent. Much of the Markov structure is thus preserved.
We do not consider this case in the present paper.
In the more interesting case, the one which we do consider, the particles follow the talmudic dictum of "Know from whence you have come", (Talmud, circa 400), and at regeneration
times retain some memory of what their ancestors did in the past. We now begin with a
more precise setup.
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We append to the state space R a cemetery state A, and adopt the convention that
O(A) a 0 for all functions 0-:R -+ Wt. We fix 0 < u < oo, and recall that K =O(p) is the
number of particles alive at time zero.
In order to label our particles, define the family of multi-indices

I

{a=(a0,al
=
... ,aN): O0 E AE, a, ? 1, i > 1, N> 0}.

(1.2)

Define the "length" of a by jai = N, and set ali= (ao,... ,ai) and a- i = (a,
Induce a partial order on I by setting
S--< a
and, for any t > 0, write a

-

4-

P=ali for some i _<ai,

(1.3)

t, if, and only if

lal <

+a

p

(1.4)

Furthermore, for two indices a and 6, set
IT*,

= max{k: ai = fli, for all i < k},

(1.5)

and write a A f = aI,., = fi 7o. For each a E I, let {Y*(t), t > 0}, be a copy of the
generic process Y with Y0 - 0, chosen so that the family {Y*}0 EI satisfies
YO(t)

(1.6)

Y-i(t),

for all 1 _: < ja[. Again, for each a E I, let {.}t.>o be a filtration. We require that
YrC Y'F, for all t > 0, whenever a -< /, and that Y 0 (T) is Ft* measurable. In general, we
think of Ft' as the or-algebra generated by {Y 0 (s) s _5t}, but, even in the most interesting
of our examples to follow, this will not be the case.
Furthermore, for any a, # E I, and t > r*'/fp, we shall require that Y*(t) and Y9(t)
are conditionally independent given . ry4./jA. (When JF( is the a-algebra generated by Ya,
this is equivalent to requiring conditional independence given {ya^A(s)): 0 < S < 7"°'B/p};
i.e. Children recall their parent's behaviour, but, given this, ignore their peers.)
It is not hard, although slightly tedious, to show via a standard Kolmogorov-type construction as in Theorem 2.7.2 of Ash (1972) that such a system is well defined. This almost
defines our particle system, but we are not quite finished, for we have yet to introduce random branching. This we do by thinning out the full tree of particles. For each a E I, let N'
be an independent copy of a generic non-negative random variable N, which represents the
size of families at branching. We assume throughout that EN = 1. Now define the stopping Jr
times
0
ifa>KOIC
TAB &.
a0-

f

nun 0 :i<,
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N&1i= 0}

1+IaI
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otherwise.
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We can now finally define the particle paths of interest to us by setting, for each a E I,

Sfxa0Y°(Oif t<r
X*,11(t)

if tt<r*
if
> T*..

(A

(1.7)

Thus X" is only "alive" (i.e. # A) at time t if it has a continuous stream of ancestors.
The definition (1.1) of our basic measure valued process for the finite system is now more
precisely definable as
(1.8)
UEA:a' ~t}
Xr(A) = #{X
We shall also find it useful to construct another measure-valued process associated with
the above branching system of moving particles. Assume that the generic process Y has
sample paths in D[O, co), the space of R'a-valued cadlag functions (equipped with the Skorohod ,J1 topology). Furthermore, for any function f: [0, oo) --+ Rd and t > 0 define a new
function fW) by f(t)(s) = f(t A s). Then the historicalprocess for the above particle system
is well defined as
(1.9)
t
Ht(A) = #{(Xa)( ) E A: a - t}
where now A is a Borel set in D([O, oo), R).
If A E 8 d, then At := {f E D[0, oo):
immediate that XM (A) = H'(At), and so,
implies knowledge of the basic process X'.
special processes, in high dimensions, it is.

f(t) E A} is a Borel set in D[O, oo). Thus it is
in principle, knowledge of the historical process
(The converse is not generally true, although for
cf. Barlow and Perkins, (1993).)

(c) Self-similar processes. To get some interesting limit theory from the set-up described
above, we shall have to make some assumptions about the structure of the generic process Y.
In particular, we shall assume that {Y(t), t > 0} is an H-self similar Rd-valued stochastic
process with stationary increments. That is, for any n > 1, 0 •< tI < t 2 < ... < tn, h > 0
and c > 0, there exists a real H such that

(H-self similarity) and
(Y(t2 + h)-Y(t1 + h),Y(t 3 + h) - Y(t 2 + h),... ,Y(tn + h) - Y(t,-i + h))
C (Y(t 2 ) - Y(tl), Y(t 3 ) - Y(t 2 ),... , Y(tn)- Y(4-0)
(stationarity of the increments). The common alias for "H-self similar with stationary increments" is "H-sssi", and we shall use it in the sequel. We shall also assume that
0 < H < 1, and EIIY(1)IIP < oo for some p > 1/H.

(1.12)

It is worth noting that mere existence of the first moment of Y(1) forces H to be in (0, 1], and
H = 1 leads to a degenerate process (Vervaat 1985). Note further that the H-sssi property
4

of Y implies that EIIY(t) - Y(s)Il' = alt- siP// for every t,s > 0 with a = EIIY(1)llP, and,
of course, that Y(0) - 0.
An immediate consequence of the moment assumption (1.12) is that Y has a version
with continuous sample paths. This can be checked in a variety of ways, one of the simplest
being via a version of Kolomogorov-Lo~ve theorem, (e.g. Billingsley (1968), Theorem 12.4).
We shall assume throughout therefore that all copies of Y have continuous sample paths.
When a component Y, of Y E Rd is a one-dimensional Gaussian process, it is the well known
fructional Brownian motion and so can be represented as

Y.()k.((

~)H-1/2

(.

-1/~'2 )B(dr), t

>Ž0

(1.13)

for H # 1/2, where ki is a constant and B is a standard Brownian motion on (-oo, oo).
For H = 1/2, (1.13) is not really very informative, and Y, is simply a constant multiple of
standard Brownian motion. It is easy to check (cf. (1.15) below) that the covariance function
of fractional Brownian motion is given by

Cov(Yi(t),Y (s)) =-Var(Yi(1)) [tPH +

5 2H

-

It-

12H].

(1.14)

It is also straightforward to check that every (one dimensional) H-sssi process with finite
second moments has the same covariance function (1.14) as the fractional Brownian motion.
However, these are not the only examples, and there do exist non-Gaussian one dimensional
H-sssi processes with finite second moments. (In fact, with all moments finite; cf. Surgailis
(1981).)
Our main weak convergence result concerning measure valued processes (1.8) is stated
and proved in Section 2, under the dependence structure outlined in Section 1(b) above, and
the assumptions that the generic particle motion Y is H-sssi, satisfying, together with the
branching mechanism N, an appropriate moment condition. The result parallels the weak
convergence to the superprocess known in the purely Markov case.
(d) More on fractional Brownian motion. Since the general convergence results just
described do not require any particular structure for the particle motion Y, it is not possible
to say very much about the limiting measure-valued process. To do so, we specialize to the
particular case of the particles moving according to the d-dimensional fractional Brownian
motion. (i.e. each component of Y satisfies (1.13) for some ki, and the same H.) Given
the general terminology of superprocesses, the measure valued limit process could well be
termed a "super fractional Brownian motion". What we shall establish is a representation
for this limiting process which is related to the usual super Brownian motion.
To do this, we require a system of branching Brownian motions on (-co, co), so as to
exploit (1.13) to give a compact and useful representation of the particle system.
Retaining the indexing notation developed above, let {{W*(t)}g>o}JEI be a system of
branching Brownian motions, all starting at the origin. Recall that at t = 0 there are K
initial points for this system. Let W',..., WK be K extra Brownian motions in positive
time, independent of one another and of the initial system. For a E I define the process

B!(t) = 11 1>0 1(t)Wa(t) + 1[t<0](t)l41a°(-t),
5

-00 < t < 0o.

(1.15)

Then each B* is a Brownian motion on the entire real line, centered by setting B*(0)
Now set, for each a E I
Y*(t) = 1'

_I (_,)+- 1 2 )BO(dr),

((t - r)H

-

t > 0.

0.

(1.16)

Finally, define the thinned system {X*} as at (1.7). However, to simplify the notation for
the moment, assume that all the initial points zx0 are zero. That is, all the paths X*
start from the origin of W. It is obvious that the branching system so constructed fulfills
all the requirements of the previous section, with the filtrations Ft*, t > 0 taken to be
a{O(s): -0o <s _<t)}.
Now, however, we have far more structure than we had before.
To see this, let H' be the historical process for the B* system, so that for any Borel set
A of C(R, Rd) and t _>0
H(A)

(1.17)

1A(B*).

-

Taking the integrated form of the measure (1.8), it is now immediate that, for any nice test
function 0: R

-R,

O=/Rd
4(x) XA(dx)

1
P a-I
=(

=

C(R,Rd)

t

((,- .>)-

0'(J~f

(

-0

_-

,'

r)H/

-

H

(-r +/2)

Ba(dr))

(1.18)

y (dr)) HtA(dy).

(It is easy to pass from line to line here if one keeps in mind that, with the exception of the
one stochastic integral, all other integrals are really just finite sums.)
In Theorem 3.1 we shall show that, at least for H > 1, it is possible to pass to the
nal lin e in ( 1.18 ) is then a fu n ctio n al o f th e h isto rica l
0o limit in (1.18 ). Sin ce th e fiS--+
super process for Brownian motion (albeit on all of R rather than just R+), we obtain super
fractional Brownian motion as a function of super (historical) Brownian motion, giving us
the main result of Section 3, and titie of the paper.
It is clear that the explicit representation (1.18) allows for a far clearer understanding of
the limit process than does the more general procedure which we descibed earlier, in which
nothing other than the existence of a limit process is established. We should note, however,
that the previous subsection covers a much wider range of processes than mere fractional
Brownian motion. In fact, a representation like (1.18) would seem to be possible only for
fractional Brownian motion, or other processes representable as functionals of systems of
branching Markov processes. The approach taken in Section 2 works in far greater generality.
As we shall see in Section 3 below, (1.18) only seems to work, in the limit, for H > ½.
While it is not totally clear whether this is an artifact of the proof or not, we believe that
the result may not be true for smaller H. We shall explain why in Section 3.

2. WEAK CONVERGENCE FOR GENERAL SELF-SIMILAR PROCESSES
Throughout this section we shall assume the branching structure, with conditional independence of new particles, described in Section 1(b). We shall also assume that the particle
paths are those of H-ssii processes, and that the Poisson distribution of initial points is
governed by a finite intensity measure m.
Let MF(PA), endowed with the topology of weak convergence, be the space of finite
Radon measures on Rd, and C([0, T), MF(RA)) and D([O, T), MF(R')) the spaces of continuous and cadlag functions from [0, T] to MF(Rd). When T = co we denote these more
briefly by C(MF(Rd)) and D(MF(Rd))

The following is the main convergence result of this section.
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that for some p > 2 both EIIY(1)IIP < oo and ENP < co. If
H > lip, then the sequence {X0}•1 = of MF(Rd)-valued processes converges weakly in
D(MF(RdI)), as p --+ oo, to a MF(Rd)-valued process X. Furthermore, X has a version
with all sample paths in C(MF(Rd)).

Remark: We shall see below that the finite-dimensional distributions of X0 converge without assuming existence of any moment higher than second for the branching distribution
and for every H E (0, 1). The extra assumptions are required to establish tightness. We do
not know, however, whether the condition H > 1/p is necessary, or only a function of our
method of proof.
At an intuitive level, the qualitative aspects of this requirement are readily understood.
Lack of smoothness at the level of X0 can be due to one of two sources; irregularities in the
particle paths, or large spurts of population growth. Recalling that the sample paths of the
process Y become rougher as H decreases, the need to balance the moments of Y and N
against the smoothness parameter seems more than reasonable.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is rather long, and so will be broken up into a number
of stages.
Initially we shall prove that the sequence {X,}I, converges weakly in D(MF(jR)) to
a stochastic process X which has a version with all sample paths in C(MF(Rd)), where
Rd is the one-point compactification of Rd. Only at the very end shall we move back to
D(MF(Rd)).

To establish the weak convergence of {X$1}1, we start with the usual reduction:
Let C, be the collection of real valued continuous functions on Rd which have a continuous
extension to the one-point compactification of Rd (that is, the functions with a finite limit
at co). We claim that it is enough to prove that for every WE C1 the sequence {XP(W)}j,
converges weakly in D(R) to a process which has a version with all sample paths in C(R).
It will then follow from Theorem 3.7.1 of Dawson (1993) that the sequence {XP}, is tight in
D(MF(F)). To establish convergence of finite dimensional distributions, note that since the
limiting process for each {X1'(W)}), has continuous sample paths and F is compact, every
limit point of the sequence {X'}, must have a continuous version. It then follows from
the assumed convergence and Theorem 3.7.8(a) of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) that for every
7

ti
>0 andJ(X",.
V E C1 the
sequence {(X•(cp),...,Xe())}, converges weakly in RP,
Xt"
and>0,...
so the,t,sequence
,. ,Xt)}• converges weakly in (MF(Rd))P. A final application
of Theorem 3.7.8(b) of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) shows that the sequence {X'}•, cannot have
more than one limiting point. This gives the full weak convergence that we require.
We therefore now fix V E C1 and consider the sequence {X"(v)}j, of D(R)-valued processes. It is obviously enough to consider a function V with a bounded first derivative (such
functions are dense in C1 ; see Theorem 3.7.1. of Dawson(1993)), and henceforth we shall
consider only such functions. We start by establishing the convergence of finite dimensional distributions of this sequence. The proof is a reasonably straightforward application
of Lemma 3.1 of Dynkin (1991).
We shall g0;e enough details here to allow the reader to check that Dynkin's theorem
applies to our situation, without repeating that result in full detail. However, it is worth
noting that Dynkin's result gives convergence of finite dimensional distributions for branching
systems of not-necessarily Markovian systems in an extremely general setting. His result is
therefore crucial in the following argument. It does not, however, give full weak convergence,
(i.e. in the function space setting which includes, of necessity, tightness of some kind).
Furthermore, in the non-Markov setting, it works only at the level of the historical process.
Choose any ti,..., t. in [0, co). We define p continuous real valued functions on C(R, Rd)

by

MiY) = ý0C(t0)), i =1..p

Observe that for every p > 1
(Xt (ý9),..

X'(v)) = (Ht(f,),...,H'(fp))

where H" is the historical particle process (1.9) corresponding to X". Apply now Lemma
3.1 of Dynkin (1991) to the sequence {H"}", with, in his notation, K(dt) = dt, branching
mechanism W,(x, z) independent of t, it and x and, finally, with the additive functional A
given by
P

A(B,w)

=

:=1 gt 1E9fMW)

for a Borel set B and w E C(R, R"). The application is straightforward: simply treat HO
as a regular (non-historical) superprocess with respect to the time inhomogeneous Markov
process k"defined by
Y(t) = (t, Y(s),S < t).
(A detailed example of how to do this is given in the following section, where we have more
need for rigour.) Note that for each t > 0, Y(t) is R+ x C(R, R)-valued. Since Dynkin's
result does not require any regularity assumptions on the Markov process, we conclude
immediately that the sequence
{(H•f,)...H" (fp)), p = 1, 2,...
converges weakly in RP as ju --+ co, and, therefore, so does the sequence
. p
= 1,2,..,
8

This concludes our treatment of the finite dimensional distributions. (Note, by the way,
that we have not been able to say anything useful about their structure!) We now proceed
to establish tightness for the sequence {X0(V)}),in D(R). This, in itself, is a rather long
calculation that needs to be broken up into a number of steps.
A simple extension of Theorem 7.2 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) (and the fact that V is
bounded) show that it is enough to prove that for every f > 0 and T > 0 there is a b > 0
such that
j..l
( (P
X'(•),6,T) Ž
•< ,
(2.1)
where the uniform oscillation function w is defined by
w(f,6,T) = sup If(t-f(s)A.
Os,,t<T

(2.2)

As a first step, we study a discrete version of the oscillation (2.2), which is somewhat
easier to deal with. For p = 1,2,..., 6 > 0 and M > 1 consider

W (f, b,M) =

maX

If(il/,I) - f(i 2/1)I.

(2.3)

il-i 21<-6u

We shall handle this oscillation function via metric entropy methods, for which we need
to start with some moment calculations. For 0 < il < i2 _<Mp, write
V

-

XY&c)

+ Xoro)I,(ii/I

=

<

-P
-'a • (i2/,U) +Xaoo).1(i2/ < W))
a-il/p

0

,- 1 :

i2/1

V:(
A (.)I)i(a))

+ Xo) (+.,

i2).0../i
1

<

No.(,,I,i2)I (l < o)
+[F-' EV(,°(i,1#) +X.oo)
-., V
(Yet.(i2,,)
+XOO),•
I(WA <
a

il hu

a illp

:-Al(il, i2) + A20i1, i2),
(2.4)
where for a ,j i1 /p, N.(ij,i 2 ) is the number of "descendants" of Y" alive at the time i 2 /1 1.

Observe that

A2 (ihi, 2 )=•,•=
N(i 2 1/,)

:=

, (W(Y,(ii•,)

+X) o..

W(Y&(i •I•)
2

+eoo))1(i2/P

< T(o))

Di,
(=.

(2.5)

where N(i2/p) is the total number of particles alive at time i2/1.
We shall use two simple inequalities which can be easily checked from the first principles.
The first is a version of Burkholder's inequality. Let XI, X 2 ,... be independent zero mean
random variables such that EIXIP < oo for every i > 1. Then, letting c be a finite positive

constant, in general dependent on p, that is allowed to change from line to line,
m

p/2

M

c(
Ej~ ,~

o)

(2.6)

+01I;I)

j=1

j=1

1

for every m > 1, where aý := EX?. Secondly, let N. be a critical branching process starting

with a single individual, with a progeny distribution having a finite pth moment for some
2 < p _•4 (say). Then there is a c E (0, oo) such that for any n > 1
EN, < cnP- 1 .

(2.7)

Observe that

N(i2/10)
EIA 2 (i,,i 2)I _ C(Em
j= 1

EnD)

-

+ IEDIPEN(i2 1)P).

(2.8)

Write
N(O)

N(02111)

El F

(Dj- ED,)I" := El

i=-1

SkI",
k=1

where Sk is the sum of all the terms under the summation in the left hand side corresponding
to a single progenitor existing at time 0 and N(0) is the initial number of particles. Then,
by (2.6), we have that

El /:, (D,.=1

ED

Var(Sk))

Sc(E(N
_)I

+ £N

k=1
= C(EN(0yI2 (Var(S,))p/ 2 +

SkIo

k=)

(2.9)

EN(0)EIS, It).

We now evaluate the moments of S1 . Let Ni be the size of the ith generation of the jth
particle from the first generation. For any 2 < a < 4 we have
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NIA

EISI :16El E (Di - EDi)Il
j=1

< E(EI Z(DN- ED,)i')
_<E

=E... E ED((DjI - ED,1 ).. .(D, 4 - ED, 4 )))(2
j4=

ji=1
<cE

2

i~l/,

.~.. F,

)a/

i2/#14

-

= clil/l - i2/ 1p HE[Nj2]'

< Clil/p - i 2/PlH,1 a-1,
where ED stands for expectation taken with respect to the Dj's. Applying (2.10) first with
a = 2 and then with a = p we conclude from (2.9) that
N0i2 /P)

El

(2.11)

EDi)IP < cilu/p--i2 /lsl'p".

(D0-

F,

j=1

To complete a bound for (2.8) we need to evaluate the moments of N(i 2 /p) appearing
there. Retaining the same notation, a repeated application of (2.6) and (2.7) (in the notation
of (2.7)) yields that
E (N 2

E(N(i2 /")P) • cE(N(0)_ +

gN I•1P
EN(O

+

))

• cpP.

(2.12)

j=1

j=1

It follows now from (2.8), (2.11) and (2.12) that
(2.13)

EIA 2 (ih i 2 )" <-cjii/p - i2 /1 1plH.
We estimate the 0'h moment of Al(il, i 2 ) in a similar manner:
_ 12p2 N0111))
N.(11/1P)
E E(N_ - 12\P/ + NE/IEIN'2_j 1 - 1 p
EJIA(ihi2)P < ct-'E((
(

j=1

j=.d121

<5cJU-P[(i2 _ i

2)/2EN(i,/p)P/

2+

(i2 - i)'-'EN(ij//•)]

(2.14)

< c(lii/P - i2/'pl"/2 + li"/,U -i,//l'),
where at the last step we used (2.12). It follows from (2.4), (2.13) and (2.14) that for any
o <ai <i2 < MA
EIXj',,(p) - X•,,(•p)l'

_

,
11

i 2/, I2 + li"/,

-(21/15)H)(

We can now use our moment estimates and a metric entropy argument to bound the
oscillation function. On the set SO := {0,/p,...,M - 1/1,M} define a metric d" by
setting
/1
d"Cilu
dIS(zl/pU,i
= (EIXVM(,p) - X"21/11) 0P
p I)/P
2 //p)
For an e > 0 let N(c) be the smallest number of dM'-balls of radii not exceeding f needed to
cover the whole of S,. (For ease of notation, we shall not explicitly display the dependence
of N on I.) It follows from (2.15) that

N(e) _<CC-max(2,I/H)
In particular, this implies that there is a constant K < oo such that for every P > 1
IM (N(f)) 1 df- < Kt'.

It now follows from Theorem 11.6 of Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) that there is a function
h: (0,1) --+ (0, 1) such that h(6)-. 0 as 6 - 0 and such that for every u > 1 and 6 E (0, 1)

E max

S-i2 1<_6i

IX!/,.(p) - X1,0(9)I < h(b).

(2.16)

An application of Markov's inequality now establishes a discrete version of (2.1): for every
c > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that

It is easy now to bridge the gap between (2.17) and (2.1): observe that for any t, s E [0, T]
we can place t in some interval [ii/y, ii + 11p] and s in some interval [i2/,U, i 2 + l/p]. Then
an argument very similar to that leading to (2.15) shows that there is a c E (0, oo) such that
for every t, s E [0, T]

EIX'(p)

-

Xo(p)IP <c(It

_-'p1

+ It _- IpH

(2.18)

and then (2.1) follows as before by an application of Markov inequality. This completes
t
the proof of the fact that {X M j}.converges weakly in D(MF(9'
)) to a stochastic process X
which has a version with all sample paths in C(MF(R')).
It remains to prove that the limiting process X is supported by Rd, in the sense that there
is an event f+ of probability I such that for every t > 0 and w E f0+ we have Xt({oo}) = 0.
We may and shall restrict t to be in the interval [0, T] for some T > 0. For a fixed r > 0
consider a bounded H61der function V, on Rd such that 0 _<V(x) <_1 for any x E Rd, with
Vr(z) = 1 if lIl1 > r, V,(x) = 0 if I1xI1 < r/2, and with a H61der constant 6, say, fixed.
(6 > 0.) (Such a function always exists for r large enough, once 6 has been fixed.)
Of course, (2.16) and (2.18) apply fully to V,, and since the constant c appearing there
depends only on maxZer
Ilr(X)I and on the H61der constant of Vr, we conclude that for
12

every t,s E [0, T], and any r large enough, (2.18) holds, and the constant c does not depend
on r. Writing

dA(t,s) = (EIX'(,p,)-

x" (v,)- )I/p,

t, s E [0, T], we estimate next the dr&-diameter D, of [0, TI. We therefore have

(dP(t,s))P < c max EIX•'(V,)IP
-O<t<T
_<c-

<max
El IZ

(llYr(t) + x.<ol > r/2)I(t < r(a)) IP
I(llaY*t)ll > r/4)1.(t < r(c,))1IP

max El
+ cP---' O<t<T

+ ci-I'o,<max El E 1 (11:ooll1
--

> ,-/4) 1(t < ,r(<)) IP.

ta i
D--

We now repeat the kind of arguments that led to (2.13) and (2.14) to see that for any
O<t<T

El Ez1 (IlYV(t)ll > r/4)I(t < T(<k)) iP
)l,> r/4)- P(IIY<(t)II > rI4)]1(t < T(,))IP
V<(!
sC[ElI
+ P(I(Ya(tlU > r/4)PEN(t)P]
• cC[ P/(EW2)P"/ + .IEIWIP + P(IIYc(T)II > r/4)PEN(t)P],
where

W

F', [1(iiYai~t~

j > r/4) - P(llYai(t)ll > r/4)].

(2.19)

Repeating the computation in (2.10) we easily conclude that for any 2 < a < 4

EIWIG

ca-P(llYa(t)ll > r/4)a/
<<

< ,Ia-IP(IIYa(T)II > r/4)a/4.

Substituting the last bound into (2.19) and using (2.12) we conclude that

El , l(IllYe'(t)ll > r/4)1 (t < T(c))I" -<bPP(IIYa(T)ll > r/4),p,.

(2.20)

a--i

Furthermore, let Nr(0) be the number of initial particles located at a distance of more than

r from the origin. Since Nr(O) has Poisson distribution with mean pm(Bc), where B, is the
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closed ball of radius r centered at the origin, we obtain as in (2.12) that for any 0 < t < T

El ZI (Ilzaoo1 > r/4),(t < r(') I),
<cE(NN14()P+( (?/,O

E (N, 2

i~ 1

-

2

+N(O EN1N 2

- 11)

(2.21)

<_CIA(m(BC/4))/"/'
A consequence of (2.20) and (2.21) is that

(d'(t,s))' < c[P(lIY-(T)II > r/4)

+ (m(B/, 4 ))' 4 ] : D(r).

Observe that D(r) 1, 0 as r -- oo. We can get now an upper bound on the size of
suP0<t<TjXt'(vr) by using (2.18) with Theorem 11.1 of Ledoux and Talagrand (1992)
We have
E sup IXt(V,) - IXfj(V,)l < c f D(
-)Cmax(2,1/H)dc
O<t,s<T

= cD(r)9

for some 0 > 0. Therefore,

E sup IX'(,)l _EIX'(V,)l+E sup IXt'(V") -IXf(:,)l
O<t<T

O<t,s<T

9
<c(,EN
7 12 (0) + D(r) )
Sc(m(Bc/2)+

D(r)9).

Note that the constants in the right hand side of (2.22) do not depend on P.
Since Xu(V,7 ) =-. X(V,) weakly in D(R) as p --+ oo, we conclude that
sup X'(V,) =*. sup Xj(Vr) in distribution
O<t<T

as

O<_t<_

"- oo, and so by Fatou's lemma we get
-

E O<t<T
sup IXt((,.)l <c(m(BC, 2) + D(r)').
By the definition of Wr we immediately obtain
E O<t<T
sup Xt({lo}) < c(m(BrC/p)+ D(r))+
and since the above holds for any r large enough, we let r --- oo to get
E sup Xt({oo}) = 0,
O<t<T

14

(2.22)

implying that there is an event 0+ of probability 1 such that for every t > 0 and W E Q+
we have X({o}) = 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

U

3. THE FRACTIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION CASE
In this section we have two tasks. The first is to carefully define the process that we
plan to use in obtaining a nice representation for the limit of branching fractional Brownian
motions. The second is to establish the weak convergence result.
(a) Historical Brownian motion with tails. In this subsection we shall closely follow
Perkin's (1992) construction of historical Brownian motion, and of certain stochastic integrals
associated with it. Much of what we have to say could well be swept under the carpet with
a totally justifiable "it is easy to see as in Perkin's paper", and we shall actually often do
so. However, we nevertheless require enough notation to properly define our process, and to
establish some technical results, in the following subsections, which cannot be "easily seen",
and deserve checking.
Since the dimension d of our processes is fixed throughout, write, respectively, C and C+
for the space of continuous functions from (-oo, oo) and [0, oo) to R, endowed with topology
of uniform convergence on compact intervals, and let C and C+ denoting the corresponding
a-algebras. Let Ug denote the canonical filtration on C (uncompleted and not made right
continuous). If y E C, w E C+, and s E K, let
(y/sw) =

f Y(t)
wt

-s)

if t < s,
if t > s.

(3.1)

Denote Wiener measure starting at x on (C+,C+) by P,, and let MF(C) denote the space
of finite measures on C. For y E C, set
I y(t)

ift<s,

yS(t)= y(s) ift>s,
and for s > 0 let
MF(C)' = {v E MF(C): y = y(") for v a.a. y}.

Choose v E MF(C)(3) - {0}. Define P.,, E MF(C) by

Ps,v(A) = I P(,()(w: (y/s/w) E A) v(dy).
Let • = {(s,y) E K+ x C: y = y(')}, and for (s,y) E *?d let P.,, = P.,4. Finally, define
probability measures P*,1 and Ps,,, on = C([0, o], kd) by
P.,C(A) = P,,,({w: (s +., (y/s/w)(s+)) E A}),

P.,,(A) = P(A) vdy).(3.2)
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where VE MF(C)(')-{O} and A E C = Borel sets in C7. If Bt(w) = wt denotes the coordinate
map on C and {Ct+} is the canonical right-cont inuous filtration then h = (C, e,Cet+, Bh, Py,
1)
is a continuous strong Markov process with a Borel semigroup.
So far, we have done nothing other than to repeat Perkins' (1992) construction of the
usual historical Brownian motion, with a redefinition of C as functions on the whole real line
rather than just its positive half. Further details can therefore be found in Perkins' paper,
and the references cited therein.
To see how all this relates to the constructions of the previous section, we require some
notation. For any function y on W, define 9 by p(t) = y(-t). Similarly, if A is a Borel set

in C(-oo, oo), let A be the set defined by A = {_: y E A}. Finally, if m is a probability
measure on C(-oo, oo), define rn- by rn(A) = m(A). We leave it to the reader to check the
following easy lemma.
Lemma 3.1 In the construction above, take v = Po at (3.2); i.e. Wiener measure in
"negative time". If bit(w) = (t, Bt(w)), then, for t > 0, Bt is the full path, from -oo to t, of
the "Brownian motion with tails" described in the previous section, and constructed explicitly
at (1.15), but stopped at time t. We let PPo~ denote the law of Bt on C.
Returning to the general setting above, it now follows from the results of Fitzsimmons
(1988) or Dawson and Perkins (1991) that Bt has an associated MF(*d) valued superprocess
H, itself a continuous, strong Markov process with a Borel semigroup. If Qo,v denotes the
law of H with H0 = So x v, then Ht = bt x Ht, for all t > 0 a.s. We let Q0 denote the law
of H on (flH,7f), where fH = C([O, oo), MF(C)) and 7W = Vn a(w,: s < n). The process

H is a time-inhomogeneous Borel strong Markov process with MF(C) valued paths. This is
the historical process that we shall need to work with. In the setup of Lemma 3.1, it is the
"historical Brownian motion with tails" of the previous section.
(b) Some properties of historical Brownian motion with tails. Let us start this
section by agreeing, henceforth, to denote "Brownian motion with tails" by BMT, and its
historical version by HBMT.
We now need to collect a number of properties of HBMT. The first is a straightforward application of Theorem 7.13 of Dawson and Perkins (1991), and describes the weak
convergence of a particle system of BMT's to HBMT.
Retaining the notation of Section 1(a), let {B 0 }, be a system of branching Markov
processes on C', with transition probabilities as at (3.2). Since the initial values b"(0) are
all of the form (0, BO), where B is a BMT, and the intensity m underlying the initial Poisson
.
measure 1 ' is of the form m = o x P
Denote the associated, particle system, historical process by H"; i.e. for A E C,
Ht' (A):= A1A(B*(t)).

(3.3)

a'-t

Note that -/ = t x Hf, where
-

HA(A) :--p-I

A(B1(t))
&,-t
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(3.4)

and now A E C.
By Theorem 7.13 of Dawson and Perkins (1991) it follows immediately that IJJM converge. weakly in D([0, oo), MF(kd)) to the sample continuous process H defined above. An
immediate consequence of this result is
Theorem 3.2 Under the above conditions, the sequence {H0')}>i converges, in D([O, oo),
MF(-)) to the sample continuous process H defined above.
Our next step is to show that, under the random measures Ht, the paths y behave like
the branching BMT's used in our stochastic integral representation of fractional Brownian
motion. This is crucial to all that follows.
We start with a slight extension (because of tails) of a somewhat simplified (because of
non-random T in what follows) version of Perkins' (1992) Campbell measures:
Definition 3.3 Let 0 < T < oo. The probability measures PT on (f0H x C, 7i" x C) defined
by
PT(A x B) :=E{1A HT(B)}
E{HT(1)}

E{1A HT(B)}
M

(3.5)

where M = E{HT(1)} = E{Ho(1)}, are called the Campbell measures for the process H.
The next theorem follows directly from the definition of Campbell measures and the
properties of H as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 of Perkins (1992).
Theorem 3.4 Denote a generic point of fljj x C by (w, y). Let yj be the co-ordinate mapping
on C. Then, for each T > 0, Bg(y) := yg is a BMT stopped at T on (fQH x C, hx C, PT).
The importance of this result for us lies in the following theorem, whose proof is a simpler
version (bar the extension to negative time) of the construction of the It6 integral in Section
3 of Perkins (1992).
Theorem 3.5 Fix 0 < T < oo, and 0 < H < 1. Then the integrals
Yt :=

Jo((t--r)H-

1 2

/

H-2(3.6)

-

-(-r)+ /)

y(dr),(36

can be defined, PT a.s., in the same fashion as an Itb integral. Furthermore, under PT,
{Xt}-oo<t<T is a fractional Brownian motion of index H.

We require one more technical construction before we can turn to the main result of this
section.
p(2) on (f 1 H x C x C, Wi XC x C)
Definition 3.6 Let 0 < T < co. The probability measures PT

defined by
B C) E{1A HT(B) HT(C)} = E{IA HT(B) HT(C)}
T

E{HT(1)}
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=

MT+M

2

(37)

with M as above, are called the product Campbell measures for the process H.
Product measures of this form, for regular super Brownian motion, were studied in Tribe
and Adler (1993). The same techniques used there suffice to establish
Theorem 3.7 Let M = E{HT(l)} = E{Ho(1)}. Denote a generic point of fH x C x C
by (w, yl,Y2). Let y,(t) represent co-ordinate mappings, and fiz 0 < T < 0o. Then, under
P(3), the pair (BI(t), B 2 (t)) := (YI(t),y 2 (t)) has the following distribution:

if-oo < t < r,

(B 1 (t),B 2 (t)) c f (Wo(t),Wo(t))

= (Wo(r) + W 1((t AT)

-

r),WO(r) + W 2 ((t AT)

-

T))

if t > r,

where Wo is a BMT, W1 and W2 are standard Broumian motions, and r is a non-negative
random variable taking the value 0 with probability M/(T + M) and whose conditional distribution, given {r > 0}, is uniform on [0, T]. All four variables, Wo, WI, 14W2 and r are
independent of one another.

(c) Back to branching. With everything properly set up, we can now return to the setting
of (1.16)-(1.18), where the branching fractional Brownian motions were set up as a function
of a system of branching BMT's.
To set up our main result, let {B*)}EJl be a branching system of BMT's as described
above, and define a system of index-H fractional Brownian motions {Y*}OEJ as in (1.16).
As pointed out in Section 1(d), this system satisfies the conditional independence structure
we require, with the filtrations generated by the B'.
Furthermore, let HOu'
be a Poisson point process of intensity Prm, where m is a finite
measure on Rd and let xh, 2.... be some ordering of the points of IP'. Note that the
a.s. limit of i-'HI' is simply m. Let {X*}OEl be the system of thinned processes based in
the Y*, as in (1.7). Finally, let X,' be the particle superprocess (1.8), and let HP' be the
historical process (3.4) corresponding to the branching system of BMT's described above,
with weak limit H.
Theorem 3.8 Let XP be the particle superprocess described above. Assume that the progeny
distribution has p-th moment, for some p > 2, and that the measure rm has all its mass
concentrated at the origin. If H > l/p, then, as p -- 0o, the sequence {XP}I,= 1 converges
weakly, in D(MF(Rd)), to a MF(PA)-valued process X with a version with all sample paths
in C(MF(R")). Furthermore, X has the following representation, in law, as a function of
the historicalprocess H based on a BMT:

Xt M =I
=

J

(T)Xt(dz)
(0 (

-

r

-

)y(dr)) H(dy),

(3.8)

where V: Rd --+ R ranges over all bounded, Lipshitz functions. The inner "stochasticintegral"
is that defined in Theorem 9.5.
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V

Remarks: Note, firstly, that if H = 1/2 the fractional Brownian motions are regular
Brownian motions, the limit process is super Brownina motion, (3.8) is essentially vacuous,
and so there is nothing new to study.
Secondly, Theorem 3.9 does not cover the case when the initial measure is not concentrated at the origin. In this setting the historical process H has to be changed somewhat.
In particular, rather than basing the historical process on the BMT process y, we need
the process j(t) := (z, y(t)), where z is a random variable distributed according to m and
independent of y. In that case the representation in (3.8) becomes
IR'EXCA

Z+

J 0 ((t

- r)H-1/ 2

-

(-r)H-l/2

) y(dr)) Ht (dz, dy).

(3.9)

Note that for all Borel A E Rd, Ht(C,A) = m(A). We will comment on where the proof
needs to be changed to accomodate this setting when appropriate.
Finally, given the structure of (3.8), and its version (3.10) below for the historical process
HI of the finite system, it rather looks like one could prove Theorem 3.8 from the fact that
H"1 =# HP, along with a simple application of the continuous mapping theorem. However, it
follows from the arguments appearing in Nualart and Zakai (1990) that the mapping from the
2 ) y(dr)
Wiener space of BMT realizations to Rd defined by y - f!_.o((t-r)l-/ 2 -(-r)i+can be extended to a continuous mapping on C if, and only if, H E (1/2, 1]. Consequently,
even if one worked to get this approach to generate a proof, it would work only for H > 1/2.
Proof: The first point to note is that the weak convergence and continuity of the limit follow
immediately from Theorem 2.1. Thus, all we really need establish is the representation (3.8).
For the moment, we fix t > 0 and bounded, Lipshitz V.
To establish (3.8), we commence by noting that (1.18) gives the following version of (3.8)
for the finite particle system.

1=-12M=
=

J(x) X;r(d.T)
(3.10)
V ( ho ((t

-

~1+

r)H/

(Note that if X*(0) • 0, as assumed here, the last line will change to the spirit of (3.9).)
lighter for remainder of the proof, write the inner integral
the notation
To make
(3.10) becomes
so that somewhat
as F(y),
in (3.10)
(3.11)

X•(w) = fw(F(y)) Hf(dy).

We now claim that there exists an approximation, say F,, to F, so that, for each fixed
e > 0, and each V and t > 0,
F

J=¢(F,(y))Ht(dy)

as p --. oo.

(3.12)

as --*0 ,

(3.13)

Furthermore,
Jc (Fd(y))Ht(dy)

/ CJp(F(y))He(dy)
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and, for each fixed p > 0,

kI

J¢

(F,(y)) Hr(dy)

(F(y)) Hg(dy)

ase -- 0.

(3.14)

The statement of the Theorem then follows via a standard argument. (e.g. Billingsley, 1968,
Theorem 4.2.)
We start with (3.12), for which purpose we replace the innermost integrand in (3.10) by
a simple function from (-oo, t] --+ R, of the form
f(s) = fi,

if si

< s < si, j =1,...,k,

so that F((y) becomes
F, (y) =

,

(Y(s,) - Y(sj-1)).

j=1

Define a map M: MF(C) --+ R by

M(K) =

J

w(E fi(y(si) - y(si-1)) K(dy).
j=l

Note that this map is continuous. (Recall that C has the topology of uniform convergence
on compact intervals). Indeed, the function 0: C --+ R defined by
k

D(Y) =

(-

f,(y(s,) - Y(sj-1))

j=1

is, obviously, continuous in our topology and bounded. The continuity of M therefore follows
from the definition of the vague convergence. Theorem 3.2 and the continuous mapping
theorem now suffice to establish (3.12).
For the proofs of (3.13) and (3.14), we require some notation and the following brief
lemma.
Let
L4 = {f:
f2(s)ds<oo},
and set

I1fl12o) = fS.

f2(s) ds. Note, for later reference, that
Wt(r) := (t - r)H-112 - (r)H-1/2 E L,

(3.15)

for all t < 0o, if H E (0,1).

Lemma 3.9 Let Vo be bounded Lipshitz and f, g E 12. Then there exists a universal constant
C < co, dependent only on t, such that for every p > 0

El

f

.(
f(s)-y(ds))

-

(

g(s)y(ds))] H"(dy)l=<- C
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IILP

If -

9IIO, (3.16)

where

where

JIV~IILip

=-SUP

{

V T- V Y

jfx - sil1

OF

is the usual Lipshitz norm. Furthermore, (3.16) also holds when HU is replaced by the
limiting historical process H.
Proof. Note that the left hand side of (3.16), when written as a sum rather than an integral
over the particle historical process, is equivalent to
p-

[EEE

/2'<
<

2-

g(s)B*)(d.s))]

.f(s)B*(ds))-V(j'

E[# of pairs (a,,f) alive at time t]2 E[(p(

(f(s)-_g(s)) B(ds))2

J

2
," E11 [fs
E[# of particles a alive at time t] . lJlJLI(
0llV-s
Li - EllIL

),

-gll)•

Blds)J 112-g(s)J

•5 C 11,Pl12, 11f _- 11
where the last line follows from (2.7).
This proves (3.16) for the case of finite p. In the case when H" is replaced by the limiting
historical process H, the left hand side of (3.16) is equivalent to
EJ Jcp(

x [
=-""".,.

f(s)y(ds))

-

f(s) w(ds))

p
-

g(s) y(ds))]

g(J
•s) w(ds))] H,(dy)H,(dw)

s),
g
d
[Jj
0.9(s()(,)-,g•s))w(,,s]@
ds()].-[ -s)]
Q-00 [f) -(,9)1-,(,

(MtcM)_
Q ts)
(+ )[i

Lip

where pt 2) is the product Campbell measure of Definition 3.6, and M = EHo(1) = m(R)
Now use the representation of the pair (y, w) given in Theorem 3.7, to evaluate the p(2)
expectation above. Incorporating the factor (Mt + M 2 ) into the constant completes the

proof of the lemma.
M
We can now return to the proofs of (3.13) and (3.14). However, these are now quite easy.
Recall that in order to establish (3.12) we defined F, by approximating the function (t of
(3.15) with a simple function on R. Call this approximation p. We now add the additional
restraint that fljj - ~ )•,l(t)
-- 0 as e --. 0. In view of (3.15), this is easy to do. Applying
Lemma 3.9, (3.13) and (3.14) now follow immediately.
This completes the proof for fixed t and V. To complete the proof in general, note that
we can, obviously, repeat the above argument for a finite number of times and test functions,
21

and so show that the joint distribution of
(
,Xconverges, asp, to
the joint distribution of the right hand-side of (3.8) with the same tl,. .. t,. and pl,..
Therefore, (X ,.... X") converges weakly in MF(C") as p - oo, and, because of the
tightness guaranteed by Theorem 2.1, Theorem 7.8 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986) establishes
the full weak convergence of X0 the right hand side of (3.8).
This completes the proof.
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on how to best apply his results to obtain the weak convergence of finite dimensional distributions in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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